
Foscarini
Caboche Plus Sospensione Grande

Farbe #

transparent

gris

Version #

LED dimmable DALI

MyLight

MyLight Tunable White

non graduable

Technical details

Pays de fabrication  Italie

fabricant Foscarini

Diamètre en cm 70

longueur de câble 320 cm

Puissance en Watt 28 W

Flux lumineux en lm 3850

La température de couleur en Kelvin 2.700 blanc chaud extra

aptitude de tension 230 - 240 Volt

baldaquin Ø 21 cm

Dimensions H 28 cm | Ø 70 cm

Description

The Foscarini Caboche Plus Sospensione Grande LED is a pendant lamp with a
diameter of 70 cm. It has a height of 28 cm. The shade of the Caboche consists
of transparent polymethyl methacrylate spheres. Through the spheres, the
light of the Caboche is emitted upwards and downwards and evenly
distributed in the room. The zigzag shape of the brackets diffuses the light to
the maximum without shielding it. As soon as the globes are attached, the
mounting brackets are no longer visible. The integrated LED light source offers
a very high level of colour rendering and energy efficiency.

The Foscarini Caboche Plus Sospensione Grande LED is available in
transparent or grey. Its canopy has a diameter of 21 cm and is made of
chromed metal, whereby the lamp is supported by three cables. The Caboche
Sospensione Grande LED is optionally available as MyLight, DALI dimmable,
MyLight Tunable White, or non-dimmable and has a maximum suspension of
320 cm. A version of the lamp with a larger suspension is also available on
request.

Foscarini MyLight MyLight is an intelligent system with which you can
control the light and adapt it to your personal needs.
The operation is simple: activate the Bluetooth function on your smartphone
or tablet, download the free app and switch on your MyLight lamp. It is
automatically recognised by the app and switched on or off or adjusted to
brightness and colour temperature by the icon.
Open the Scenes tab to create the most diverse lighting compositions. Thanks
to the practical timer function, the programmed scenes are automatically
started and stopped even when your smartphone or tablet is switched off.
Other family members and friends can also download the app and control the
lamps autonomously. However, you decide on the extent of their access
rights. Alternatively, you can also control your MyLight lamps with a
compatible mobile switch (not included).
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